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Recently a Macy’s salesclerk accosted me:
Clerk: Would you like to try one of 

our four new Polo fragrances?
Me: What’s a fragrance?
Clerk: It’s like cologne. Is there a fra-

grance you like?
Me: Do you have beaver?
Clerk: Beaver? Do you mean you want a 

woodsy smell?
Me: No, beaver. Beavers use castoreum 

to mark territory. It has a pungent musky smell. 
Clerk: We have musk.
Me (sniffing): Doesn’t smell beaverish to me.
At this point my wife, who had been laughing 

so hard she couldn’t interrupt, rescued the clerk. I 
missed what was so funny. If Ralph Lauren wants 
to sell real men “fragrances,” he should offer beaver 
scent.

This month continues my scrutiny of beavers.

bEavEr biology

Beavers produce castoreum, a pungent oil they use 
for marking territory and waterproofing fur. Casto-
reum is used as a perfume base because it maintains 
odors for extended times. Trappers detect beaver 
presence by their strong smell.

Beavers are biologically unique as even the sci-
entific classification recognizes. Beavers are the 

only animals in the Castoridae family which con-
tains a single genus Castor with two species – the 
European and Canadian/American beavers. There 
are no transitions to or from beavers in the fossil 
record – only beavers. 

Beavers are monogamous and mate for life, pro-
ducing one to nine one-pound kits each spring. 
Kits nurse for two to three months on milk which 
is four times as rich as cow’s milk. 

Baby beavers race through ponds and canals, 
wrestle each other off floating logs, and frolic like 
children. Near summer’s end, kits begin logging 
and dam building.

Kits and yearlings live in lodges with their par-
ents. After two winters, two-year-olds leave to find 
mates and build lodges. They may leave the area or 
continue maintaining their home colony’s dams.

It’s impossible for humans to tell a beaver’s sex 
without x-rays (except for nursing mothers), but 
beavers do this easily. Even newborns immediately 
distinguish mother from father.

Although awkward on land, beavers are agile, 
graceful, strong swimmers, with front paws clutched 
to the chest. On the surface beavers use broad tails 
as rudders and alternately stroke with webbed hind 
feet. Underwater beavers propel themselves even 
faster (5 mph) with webbed hind feet rotating cir-
cularly together like twin propellers. The undulat-
ing tail and body help drive the animal forward.

Beavers can stay underwater for 15 minutes and 
cover half-a-mile on one dive. Heart rates slow by 
50% to conserve oxygen. When beavers surface, 
one breath replaces 75% of lung air; humans re-
place only 15% per breath.

Beavers have poor eyesight but acute hearing 
and keen noses. Valves close ears and nostrils when 

beavers dive. Nostrils open sideways to 
reduce water pressure swimming under-
water. Beavers have transparent eyelids 
– built-in goggles – to see underwater.

How do beavers navigate inky depths 
of murky ponds where eyes, ears and nos-
es are useless? Long guard hairs growing 
through underfur are individually con-
trolled by tiny muscles. Each hair’s muscle 
is connected to its own nerve which trans-
mits hair movements to the brain. Beavers 
swim in pitch dark by “reading” water cur-

rents with guard hairs. 
Beavers use their broad tails for balance on 

land and for swimming. Beavers slap tails to send 
alarms above and below water and thump tails to 
warn of falling trees. 

Beavers distinguish tail slaps among colony 
members. They move to safety most readily when 
the adult female slaps compared to buck, yearling 
or kit slaps.

Beaver tails contain a dense network of blood 
vessels for heat exchange. Beavers stand on their 
tails in cold to keep feet warm. Mothers perch kits 
on tails to warm them. In summer, uplifted tails 
radiate excess body heat and cool the beaver like 
dog tongues.

Beavers store fat reserves in their tails for winter 
use. Indians who once hunted beavers for flesh and 
fur considered tails a culinary delicacy.

Beavers are nocturnal herbivores, eating over 200 
plants including 80 trees. Plant cellulose is hard to 
digest, so beavers send food through their digestive 
tracts twice. On the first pass, 70% is undigested.

Heavy coats of outer guard hairs and dense un-
derfur insulate beavers, keeping them warm in the 
coldest winters and comfortable in hot summers. 
The underfur on the belly is very thick with over 
100,000 hairs per square inch. The outer coat is 
shed and re-grown twice yearly.

Beavers are highly social animals. 

Although often working alone, they also work 
in pairs and in groups. They hold extended mu-
tual grooming sessions which include removing in-
sects and leeches from each other. They fastidiously 
groom fur daily to re-oil and remove debris, using 
a split toenail on the second toe of each hind foot 
to comb fur.

Beavers “talk” among themselves using a variety 
of sounds. They snort, mew, whine, and grunt. They 
chatter, chirp, whistle, and hiss. Some whistles are 
too high for humans to hear. 

Four yellowish-orange sharp one-inch incisors 
are essential logging tools. Teeth grow continuously; 
if not steadily worn down gnawing wood, they would 
eventually jam the mouth open, leading to death. 

Beavers use space between incisors and molars to 
carry saplings and kits. Flaps seal/plug throats so bea-
vers can carry branches and use incisors underwater.

A beaver downs 200 trees yearly. Beavers cut 
three-foot diameter trees in two hours. Stumps of 
some beaver-felled trees exceed five feet in diam-
eter. Beavers can transform groves into meadows 
in only weeks.

Beavers use large webbed hind feet to swim and 
dig and forepaws to position building materials, 
rolling 100-pound boulders into place in dams. 
Beavers can drag logs twice their weight over land 
and tow 100-pound logs against strong currents ef-
fortlessly.

Prior to Noah’s Flood, beavers (like most crea-
tures) were much larger. Indiana has the largest 
known deposits of giant beaver fossils. A fossil bea-
ver skeleton in Chicago’s Field Museum is the size 
of a large black bear. Ancient beavers had six-inch 
incisors, were seven+ feet long and weighed 700+ 
pounds – 10 times the size of today’s beavers. What 
a great coat such a pelt would make! 

Beavers today weigh 40-70 lbs with occasion-
al 100-pound specimens. Beavers’ life span is 20 
years, and they never stop growing.

EvolvED or CrEatED?
How do beavers know how to build dams, canals, and 
locks? Where do beavers get their work ethic? Why 
are beavers so well-designed physically for swim-
ming, digging, and logging – three totally distinct 
activities? Why are there no “semi-beaver” fossils?

Evolutionism has no answer. So many essential 
features could not have evolved by random chance 
and natural selection. They must exist and function 
from the beginning for beavers to survive.

The Creator designed the amazing beaver, 
building into the DNA of the original beaver pair 
all the requisite knowledge and instructions. Soli 
Deo Gloria.

E-mail Dr. Pelletier at BibleScienceGuy@
woodsidenews.org. Read the Bible-Science Guy blog 
at BibleScienceGuy.wordpress.com and follow him at 
twitter.com/BibleScienceGuy.
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Beavers can drag logs twice their weight 

over land and tow 100-pound logs 

against strong currents effortlessly
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